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1. INTRCOUCTIJN 

In 19a2, amid much attention and fanfaro, tho World Conter for 
Computor Science and Human Resources (Centre Mondial d• 
l"Informatique et ~essource ~umaine) was opened in Paris Ill-

, French President Francoi3 Mitterrand personally supported 
this venture, proclaiming as its goal the underst3ndin9 of 
computeriiation of society, and the development of computer 
applications for social and economic growth, particularly in the 
Third ~orld. A noted journalist and ~olitician, Jean-Jacques 
Servan-Schreiber, was the primary Frencn organizer, and two eminent 
American computer scientists from M,I,T., Seymour Papert and 
Nicholas Negrooonte, were chosen to direct resiareh, This project, 
it was· asserted, would fuse American technical know-how with 
European social concern and humanism in the servic• of society and 
the Third World. The center was generously financed by the French 
government, end lavishly presented to the public as a major 
ac co mp l is hmt n t, 

Yet within a year th, cent•r was paralyzed, and the American 
,ci,ntists had loft, Why had things ;on, wrong? Among other 
r•asons, th• American sci,ntists and th, French politicians had 
different conceptions of th• eenter. Th• Fr,neh ~anted to do 
"something" in tht glamorous fi•ld of computers and high technology 
in ord•r to demonstrate France's national commitment to 
technological leadership, The ~.I.T. scientists, on the other hand, 
took the hu,11anist mission of the center seriously, They believ•d 
that "P•rsonal computerization should bt democratically availablo to 
all people in the world, As a vehicle of change the CcenterJ should 
CbeJ independent of commercial and political interost" (Peptrt, 
quottd in Etheridge (1983), p, 31), They also believed in • 
collegial process of decision-making, "American in style, but alien 
to CtheJ French way of doing businessn (Negropont,, quoted in 
Etheridge {1983), P• 32), Ironically, tho Amtrican technocrats 
favored a democratic style of m~nagement ~nd goals which clashtd 
with the st,le of the leftist F~tnch politicians who controlled and 
subsequtntl, took over the direction of the center, 

Instead of oecomin; a world center with an international outlook, it 
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acquireo a parochial outlook! Neqrooonte said ho was "asked to teko 
th1 interests of French industry increasingly into account, 0 an 
ass1rtion froely admittod by Sorvan-5chroiber, who statod that the 
"French electronics industry ... is a lot more backward than I 
r • a 1 i z e o • " 

This episode illustrates tho dilemma of European countries as they 
attempt to cope with the revolution in information and 
telecommunications technolo;ies. European leaders ar• aware of the 
importance of this sector, and thoy realize that the U.S. and Japan 
are makln; impressive ;ains in it. They want to do "something" in 
order to attain rapid results and are willing to•commit money and 
presti;e. In the end, however, these efforts cannot transcend 
funoamental constraints: the self-interests of· bureaucracies, the 
burea~cratic and hierarchical style of deci$ion-making, the 
short-term interests of domestic manufacturers, and scientific 
nationalism. 

Sy ano lsr;e, European countries are operating in a mode very 
similsr to the old AT£T regime in the United States; that is, one 
monopoly (though putlicly owned and operated rather than privately 
owned and publicly re;ul3ted) supplies the vast bulk of 
communications serviees, both domestic and intarnational, in each 
country [2]. 

Most of the technolo;ical advances available in the U,S. ere equally 
availabl• in Europe. In some instances, th• technology in faet 
originated in Europesn countries. Hence, institutional changes 
similar to those in the U.S. could have occurred in Europe, had they 
been primarily t1chnology-driven[3],Why hav, Europeans moved in a 
different direction from the United States, or, more accurately, why 
have they essontially m1int1ined intact their institutional 
arrangements in the telecommunications field, ~hile th• U.S. has 
r1dic1lly chan;eo its own? 

2. EURUPEAN POLICY OPTIONS IN THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ANO 
INFORMATION SECTOR; THE POSTAL-INOUST~IAL COMPLEX 

Within the s~ectrum of European policy responses, one e~treme is the 
United Kin;dom, whose ;overnment under Prima Minister Margaret 
Thatcher supports a free market economy. Not surprisingly, 
therefore, eriti,h telecommunieations policy has been influenced by 
the American pattern. The British government has, in several 
sta;es, brou;ht about the separation of th• telecommunicati0ns 
monopoly of Sritish Telecom from the postal services, and has led it 
towards reor;anization as a private corporation subject to som• 
competition {4). 

While 6ritain is consciousl"y attempting to raise its hi;ih technology 
standards throu;h market forces, with the ~ov~rnment supplying an 
entrepreneurial environment, French ,polieios hav• reliod on an 
increase in the gevernmental role. This is rooted in a statist i 



tradition, and in the economic and soeial philosophy of tho 
Mitt11rrano ;ovilrnment, The Frerich 9overnm11nt has ut c:levelopment of 
a high t11chnolo;y 11lectronics industry as a national priority, aric:I 
has chOSiln to riationalize much of the Fr11nch electric arid 
tel11communicat1oris equipment industry to gain a ltver for the 
achievement of this ;o;l [5]. 

The effect is that the French have now cr11at11d an analogue of the 
old Bell Syst11m! a vertically integratgd complex of eQuipment 
manufacturing coupled with a telecommunications transmiS$ion 
monopoly and an ~&O laboratory, all of it government owned, Thus, 
at the same timil that the AT&T telecommunications monopoly in th• 
United States has been divested into several component parts, the 
French have done the opposite and have assembled, for the first 
time, the major 11lemunts of telecommunications under on; ownership, 

The telecommunications policy of the Federal ~apublic of Germany 
lies s_omewhere between the liberaliiation of the United Kingdom and 
nationalization of France. Thi Deutsche eundespost COSP) has been 
loath to relinquish its monopoly power over domestic and 
international telecom~unications, and has orimarily striven to 
protect the status quo(6).Sut it"has also broadened its definition of 
the telecommunications sector--in which it is legally 
privileged--and has created pressures to use the public switched 
network, □ ne such action has be•n to reduc• customers• •bility to 
lease privat• lines at a flat ratil, 

These thre• positions--liberalization, nationalization, and status 
Quo--are the primary policy choices of European countries, ~ith th• 
l•tter generally preferred by th• key governmental agencies in th• 
telecommunications field, the ?TTs (th• post, telephone, and 
telegraph agencies). In supporting that position, s•veral 
governmental and private interest groups have Joinec:I in a broad and 
informal coalition that may b• termed the 0 postal-industrial 
complex," 

The key elements in this coalition are the PTTs themselves, With 
th•ir vast procurement budgets and huge labor torcts, PTTs are 
freQuently the largest investors and employers in their countri•s. 
They •re usually stetfed by abl• and experienced public servants who 
are effective advocates of their positions and soasoned 
pr•ctitioners of institutional self-pre$ervation, 

Apart from their own positions of direct influence, much of thil 
PTTs' power arises from allowing other groups of soeiety to s~are in 
the Denefits of their monopoly. One such group ar1 the eouipm•nt 
manufacturers, typically very large private companies, In most 
European countries the market share of the largest four 
manufacturers in total telecommunications @Quipment is &bove 90t, 
These companies are amen~ the ~o,t potent ~uropean firms and tend to 
,et the tone for the priv&te sector's teleeommunications policy 
preferences within ~eneral industry associations, In the •quipment 
markets, PTTs fill th• role of a monopsonist, or primary buyer, Thil 
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ma~imum of jgiol profit for both monopsonist (who is a monopolist 
supplier of the final product) and a group of oligopolists usually 
lies in some form of coooerative behavior, The PTTs therefore aro 
instrumental in coordinsting the in~ustry, an arrangement thGt can 
be advantageous to supoliers, who as a result need not vi~orously 
compete against each othar, 

A variety of barri,rs are sat to protect this cooperation! these 
include an unwillingness to procure foreign equipment! eoordinat,d 
development of new technology; and ?TT-organized setting of 
equipment standards. 

One consequence of this protective system is that European prices 
were said to be 60¾ to 100¾ higher for switching equipment and 40; 
higher for transmission equipment than in North America {7]. 

The labor unions are in a similar position, since PTTs are among the 
largest nat1onal employers, and since employees benefit from salary 
levels and job security that may not be sustainable under a 
competitive regime, Furthermore, for unions as well as for the 
polit~cal left, the exi$tin; PTT system merits support not only for 
material but often also for ideological reasons, as a nationalized 
key industry. The frequently more pronounced political and class 
divisions in Europe lead to a strong feeling that a eritical part of 
the infrastructure, particularly one with such future importance in 
the information society, cannot be entrusted to private interests 
dedicated to the profit motive. 

Other members of the postal-industrial coalition are tha poor, the 
elderly, the farmers, and the small towns, all of whom support the 
PTT system because they fear that a liberalized regime would 
thfeaten the suDsidy of their service. 

The office e~uicment manufacturer$, new computer companies, and data 
processors have been somewhat out$ide of the po$tal-industrial 
complex, at least in the past. In recent years, however, the PTTs 
have been able to draw them into their orbit, often assuming a key 
role in domestic industrial policy, This role makes the PTT an 
important financial backer, valued customer, domestic protector and 
internation,l promoter in high technology markets, They can channel 
development contracts to domestic industries. and undertake t1sts of 
such technology. They can also coordinate RtO among manufacturers 
and provide non-tariff protection and export advantages. PTTs thus 
assume some of the costs of the early part of the learning curve, 
and in effect suDsidize the development of products that are then 
offered in the world market. :uropeans, of course, assert that 
defense spending in the United States has filled mant of these same 
functions in the past for American industry, and that the 
encouragement of a hi;h-technolo~y industry is an important 
governmental function. 

Some PTTs, such as the French, have foreign technical assistance 
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organizations whieh help developing eountries plan and operat• their 
teleeommunieations systems, ano which are elosely linked with 
national export drives. This makes sense, since tho PTTs rtap tht 
benefits of future economies of seal• and production dut to foreign 
countries• orders. If foreign Ouytrs embrace domestic equipment, it 
tends to reflect favorably on the PTTs' own good judgment in the 
origrinal selection of the hardware. 

3. EUROPEAN VIEWS ON U.S. DEREGULATION ANO T~E AT&T DIVESTITU~E 

Developments in tht United States challenge the European status ouo 
in the telecommunications field and threaten the broad 
postal-industrial coalition that supports and benefits from it. 

Informed Curopean interpretation of U.S. developments is usually 
colored by the prevailin~ view of telecommunications experts, who 
are o1ten closely a1fili~t~d with the postal-industrial complex. 
The ATlT divestit~re was the lJrgest dismantling and reorganization 
of any industrial eompany in history, and yet European coverage of 
the tvent was superficial. Oublications sueh as L2 ~gogt, L2 
Eigs£Q, 0~£ SQi~g~l and Ec2ot!~cl~t &llitmfio2 Zti1Yog reported the 
basics of the divestiture agreement of January, l~B2 but with 
limited intirpretive follow-up. The divestiture itself was 
generally described as advantageous to AT&T; it was dropping the 
costly baggage of the regulated operating companies and could now 
take on I6M. The reportage showed a general lack of understanding 
of the Faderal Communieation Commission•s CFCC's) Seeond Computer 
Inquiry, which had already permitted ATtT entry into eompetitive 
markets under • fully saparated ATtT subsidiary [8]. 

European PTTs, in particular, had a great amount of admiretion and 
sympathy for the hold" ATlT. Although the American telephone 
operating company was privately owned, it ha~ an operating dominance 
similar to that of European entities, International cooperation in 
such areas as transatlantic communications had resulted in close 
links as partners rather than competitors. Indeed, ATtT had oven 
avoided antering the European equipment market, thereby reducing 
potential frietion with European equipment manufaeturers and PTTs, 
The Curopean PTTs were therefore bewildered by the dismantling of 
ATlT. The decision seemed arbitrary, inefficient, and politieal. 
The belief that the efficient ;nd successful ATCT had been 
needlessly dismembered by the government is at odds with the 
opposing view, namely thet the divestiture was a great suecess for 
ATtT. _aut this inconsistency is not surprisin,. The notion that 
the divestiture is advantageous to AT&T is neld ~rimarily by those 
who tnink in political and strate~ic term~. 

The PTTs' view, on th& other hand, is essgntially that of the 
engineer, with emphasis on orderliness, system eontinuity, and 
centrally planned &nd-to-&nd service that satisfies economic 
infrastructure needs as well as social functions of redistribution, 
and all this in .a technic~lly ef~icient and elegant fashion. This 



dascrib~s, not coincidentally, the PTTs" Sllf-imag•• Hence, the 
notion of tht United States, with its advarlced technology and 
successful telecommunications monopoly, choosing voluntarily to 
dismember such a- system cra11tes deep insti~tional shocl.:, though 
this is rarely ad~itted. In the past, development and adoption of 
new technolc~ies provided security to the ?TTs; these new 
technologies now appear to have undermined that security. This 
perception has resulted in stron; defensive reactions, including an 
interpretation of American develooments as being rooted in 
political-ideological values rather than in engineering and 
technology, and thus as outside of scientific rationality. 

The PTTs also portray the American cirCumstances as inherently 
different from those in European countries, and hence net applicable 
to the situation back home. In ooing so thay often misinterpret the 
present and the past in the United States, In some ways this 
closely resembles views the United States, where the ATtT 
divestiture a~r~ement and its implementation have created an instant 
nostalgia for the old 8ell system, which used to b• almost 
everyone"s favorite wnipping boy. In this view, ATtT is seen as 
having teen one of Ameriea"s outstanding organizations, torn apart 
by economic zealots, 

Some Europeans regard U,S, teleeommunieations liberalization in 
global strata;ie terms as an American "war" on Japan. This theme is 
particularly widespread in France, whose leading newspaper kl ~QQ~I 
expounded upon it in in a series of lengthy article~9].The main • 
argument was that the United State3 is en~aged in two wars, a 
military-politieal one against the Soviet Union and an economic one 
against Japan. 

These observations contain some truth, although the simplistic 
thesis is misleading, ~uite clearly, the U.S. liberalization policy 
is a response to tne wioespread desire to induct economic growth and 
innovation throu;h market forces. The Jao,nese may be used as a 
oomestic argument within the United States, but there is no lack of 
others. 

Some European observers also see the ATlT divestiture as oart cf a 
strategic battle cf ATtT versus 16M, This th,me was anticipated in 
the widely circulated French report on informatization by Nora and 
Minc(l980} [10]. The Nora-Mine report had compared IBM's power t1nd 
global reach with the universal influence of the Catholic church and 
the Communist International. These global-strategic views 
convenient!~ justify the need for major governmo;ntal involvement i-n 
stemming the lEM colossus, sinee economic and tecnnological rivalry 
has been transformed into international and strategic issues, What 
is net clear is why the American technolo,ieal offensive would be 
advanced by reducing through divestiture the power of ATCT. 
As3uming • globsl objective, a more plausible American strate;y 
would oe to unleash ATCT with all its resources, rather than 
reducing them and tying up the giant for years with reorganization. 
The only logical conclusion is that America e~pects to advance its 
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9looal war strategy against Japan through a domestically competitive 
regime, in which the regulated monopoly sector is separated and held 
to a minimum core. The American strategy against Japan is to reduce 
govornment involvement! the French strate9y in the same war is the 
oppo,ite. 

When Europeans assert, as they frequently do, that tho American 
system lS different from the European one, they usually mean that 
the American system is run for orofit while the furopean system 
fulfils social ~oals as well. 

There are s&rious flaws in this simple contrast. On the most basic 
level, telecommunications policy in the United State, has had social 
goals nearly from the beginning--and continues to have 
them--incluoing a universal service that assures an affordable 
access for rural areas and for the poor, The percentage penetration 
of telephones in the United States has been higher than in any 
European country, despite the fact that vast areas of America are 
sparsely populated, and that a much largtr percentage of tht 
population is poor, or migrant, or outside the main lan;uage of 
communication. 

Nor do the West European rate structure$ reflect more social concern 
than those in tht United States, where basic sub$criber rates are 
approximately equal or lower, and long distance ratos art markedly 
lower. In many European countries, no rate distinction is made 
botwoen residenti~l and business customers, while in the United 
States business customers pay • substantially higher rate. ~ural 
telephony in the United States is subsidiztd in a variety of ways, 
primarily through the rate structure and by low-interest loans from 
the federal government. 

~urthermort, a price comparison needs to take into account the 
quality differential of services available in the United States, 
such as convenient operator assistance, itemized tel&ohont billings, 
the ability to plac,· collect and credit card calls, and rapid 
installation. fthile the size of internal ,ubsidies is likely to 
decline as the u.s. system moves towards cost-bastd pricing, it does 
not imply that subsidies will disappear, though they may be financed 
differently in the future. The protection of affordable universal 
service is a high political priority, and u.s. Congressional and 
state regulatory reactions--as in the dispute over the timing of 
tolepnone access char;es--indicate that it will remain greatly 
sensitive to the maintenance ~nd protection of universival service, 
even witnin a lioeralized setting [11]. 

It is nevertheles$ true that tne deregulation 3nd divestiture of 
AT~T have h~d a distribu1ive ef1ect. To many Europeans, this is 
seen as part of tne eeonomically eonservative policies of the Rea;an 
administration, which is regarded as a pro-business restoration. 
The American politieal view is that dere;ulation is not a zero-sum 
redistributory game, and that it is likely to generate overall gains 
due to inereased ef1ieiency ano dynamism. While ~uropean reports of 
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the affects of the ATtT divestiture stress the impact on local 
rates, one rarely sees any reference to overall cost reductions. 
For eKampla, the cost of producing a telephone receiver fell from 
$2:.30 to $0.99 within a month [12;], 

ATtT"s goal for 1984 is a 20~ reduction in overall 
manufacturin; costs, The company has frozen the salaries of its 
management and is reducing its work force, as are the regional 
companies. ln the area of long distance transmission, a respected 
financial -analyst stated that ~T&T's projected operating costs •re 
$0,342 per revenue minute, whil• those of its rival, MCI, are only 
$0.179 [13]. This indicates a 
substantial savin;s potential in th• old AT&T system, which European 
PTTs considered a para~on of efficiency. 

A major argument against liberalization that would open segments of 
tn• market to competitor5 is that of "cream-skimming." PTTs argue 
that they must be allowed hi;h profits in some of their services in 
order to subsidize others that are less profitable but socially 
importantil41It is, however, possible to orovide the same subsidies 
to poor or rural customers through dire;t taxation and allocation, 
as is done with most other goods and services, But the political 
system would not normally permit these massive cross-subsidies if 
they were transparent. The commitment to a major subsidy of • 
universal service in most Europ~an countri•s would appear to be far 
from secure once the magnitude of the subsidy became visible. 

4, POLITICAL DYNAMICS ANO ThC STATUS ~uo 

It is not clear why a ~eaganite oro-bi; business policy would b• 
promoted by the dismem~erment of the biggest business of them all, 
Furthermore, the ~ea;an administration', political priorities are 
arguably not the driving force in u.s. policy, The pace of 
technolo;ic,l chan~e dictates somt of the options ,nd forces them 
into the cpen. Governmental pol1cies in this fi•l~ respond to a 
significant extent to the technological rialities of low-cost, long 
distance satellite and microwave tr~ns~ission and th• 
computeriz;,tion of telecommunications, •~hile different political 
adm1nistrations may have approached thes• questions in a somewhat 
different fashion, the basic issues--th• reduction of the scope of 
monopoly, the increase in the range ol potential competitive 
service, and the gener~l merging of the telecommunic~tions, 
computing, and information proouction industries--have been brought 
about by historic development rather than Dy links to any specific 
presidential administration, 

The situation is comple~ largely because of the multitude of 
decision points--the FCC, the state regulatory commissions, the 
Department of Justic1, the Uational Teleco~munic3tions and 
Information A6ministration, Judg• Greene, Con;r,ss, and th• 
Department of State. ~ach of these is active in some aspect of 
telacommu~ications matters, and most are lar91ly u"cooroinated with 
the others• actions. Hence it 1s sur~ri,ing to find any go"eral 
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fleet-footed upstarts such as Apple, Amdahl, Intel, and Wang that 
have given IBM the greatest challenge. Sy backing large 
establishment ventures, European governments seem to overlook this 
point. (Not coincidentally, several of these lar;e 
government-backed manufacturers are also the main telecommunications 
equipment producers.} This policy has been due partly to a lack of 
alternatives, Successful engineers in large European countries tend 
to prefer the security of their empldyer, and potential 
entrepreneurs are not as co~fident of their ability to function as 
ar• those in the United States. 

!ut most of all, it is the lack of capital availability that chokes 
off industrial development fueled by small, innovative firms. There 
is still only a very limited venture capital market in Western 
Europe, whereas in the United States it is an abundant source of 
equity funding for entrepreneurial developers, Western European 
banks are conservative, tend to do business with well-established 
companies, and demand ~reater security than a mere invention. They 
see their function primarily as that of lenders rather than as 
underwriters, even though in most European countries the functions 
of commercial banking and investment banking are not separate, as 
they are in the United States-[19]. 

Europeans are self-defeatingly ingenious at finding reasons why the 
United States and Japan are more innovative in electronics than they 
are. Jne frequent arguwent is that tha large size of the domestic 
American market gives its firms advantages of economies of scale, 
eut the Japanese domestic markat is not that much bigger then those 
of the larger =uropean countries, and it is considerably smaller 
than the combined market of the European Economic Community. 
Furthermore, the economies of scale argument is much overdone, since 
it overlooks the dynamism of competition as a means to shift the 
entire cost curve downwards rather than merely to move do~nwards 
along a fixed static cost curve. Americans, it is also maintained, 
are successful in innovation because of their lar~e defense budget. 
The Japanese, at th• same time, are considered to be successful 
because they do 091 have to spend resources on defense, Japan, it 
is said, has a high degree of innovation due to the destruction of 
its old industrial capacity in World ~ar II, ~ut the American 
prominence in high technology is based on its head start as the 
prosperous victor in World War II, Similarly, Japanese successes 
are attributed to that country's centralized governmental planning 
and disciplined work force, while for the Unit•d States the 
non-intervention of government and frea-wheelin; firm ,tructures are 
seen as th ♦ keys of success._ 

The once spectacular Europ~an ~rowth rates have alreadv becom~ 
mediocre or stagnant, Unemployment and soeial tensions have risen, 
In many countries, the realization of the emergence of an economy of 
limits has not yet beon integrated into political consciousness, At 
the same time, the United States, after a long period of st~gnation, 
is in th ♦ midst of ~ technological renaissanc ♦, 
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Of course, European technology has had notable succes~ stories and 
major achievements, For example, France has been successful in 
developing digital main exchanges, and the "Smart Card" has a great 
numcer of future opportunities[.20]The Prestel videotex system in 
Britain has been a technological advance[21]Italian companies have 
been innovative in assembling rocots and in software applications, 
A German comp~ny is a leader in the production of optical fibers. 
Cverall, however, these developments have not been sufficient, The 
field of communications and electronics is a very fast track, and no 
one runs it faster than the Americans and Japanese. Although the 
product markets are varied enough to permit niches, this should not 
create the illusion of an overall success story [22]. 

5, U,S, TELECWMMUNlCATIONS INVCLVEMENT IN EUROPE-
EQUIPMENT ANO SERVICES 

rn the equipment field the primary recent change in American 
involvement in Curop& is the emergence o1 ATtT as a major entrant in 
European markets, which is tho result of deregulation in general and 
the ATtT divestlture in particular, For more than half a century 
ATtT, despite oeing the lar9est telecommunications equipment 
manufacturer in the world, had no international presence, 
particularly in ~estern Europe, due to domestic u.s, restrictions, 

The company's now strategy is still to have a low profile in Europe, 
at the same time alignin~ itself with European domestic interests. 
This is a realistic strategy in light of the barriers that any 
American company faces in European markets, ATtT has first linked 
itself with Philips, the Dutch electronics giant. Its second major 
involvement has been through the purchase o1 shares in Olivettl, the 
Italian office and small computer manufacturer {23]. 

So far, although ~TtT's entry into Western Europe has not resulted 
in actual sales, tht i~plications are threatening to European 
teleco.11munications e-=iuipment manufacturers, ATtT"s techno1ogical 
know-now, its research capability through eell Labs, as well as its 
vast economies of scale, can make it into a serious presence in any 
national market. Hence, its landing on European beaches gives 
European e~uipment manufacturers every incentive to push for 
protective measures. In this rivalrv, the role of the government 
becomes still more central, through its roles as procurer of 
equipment, setter of standards, promoter of export markets, and 
facilitator of intra-European protectionism, 

The clash of different policy approaches on the two sides of the 
Atlantic is partieularlv acute in the field of telecommunications 
~~c~ikS~• Historically, u.s, policv in international 
telecommunications had been to carve up the ~arket into distinct 
segments, each assigned to different types of carriers, The United 
States has, however, restruetured the rules of the game radically 
·within a short period, thus confronting European countries with the 
necessity of responding unwillingly to ; new situation, 
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The U,S, end of international telecommunication$ services is mad• up 
of saveral market segments: domestic telephone carriers; domestic 
record carriersJ domestic satellite carriers; international message 
toll service (~TS) carriers! international record carriers {lRCs)I 
participants in international submarine cable consortia! and the 
U,S, carrier for international satellite communications (Comsat) in 
the context of the INTELSAT organization, Though in some instances 
AT&T participated i.n sev•ral of those market segments, generally 
speaking the international market was highly compartmentaliied, and 
each submarket was subjected to specific rules. On the European 
side, things were much less com~l•~• There, the typical arrangement 
was for the PTT authority to be th• sole communications address, 
both domestically and internationally, 

Historically, FCC regulation had not been particularly restrictive 
with respect to international communications ratGS, At the same 
time, the market segmentation just described has led to a lack of 
competition, as well as to substantial profit margins, This 
situation was largely unstable, perhaps partially because of the 
high profitability, and cracks began to appear, The artificial 
nature ot the m3rket segmentation became evident and led to policy 
responses within a relatively short t1me, 

From the eviden:e, it seems clear that international transmission is 
highly protitable, in particular since the advent of communications 
satellites, which resulted in transmission costs fairly independent 
of distance. On the rate-setting side, market power was rarely 
controlled oy th1 FCC, which did not consider it a priority and 
which did not have the instrumentation of a maaningful rate of 
return re;ulation at hand, ~n the contrary, the FCC, through its 
policy of market segmentation, contributed to the probem by 
insulating potential competitors from each other [24]. 

Eventually the FCC and Congress reco;ni2ed this and embarked, 
stsrtin; in late 1979 1 on reversin~ the course of previous policies 
and legisiation. In a series of rulings in 1979 and 1980 (FCC 
79-842; a0-523; B0-585), the FCC largely removed the dichotomy of 
voice and record carriage, and eliminated the rules prohibiting AT&T 
and the IRCs from entering eacn others' markets. 

The International Record Carrier Competition Act (Public Law 97-130 
.of Dec, 29, 1981) ~mended the Communications Act of 1934 to permit 
iolestorn Union to engage in IRC service, At the same time, the Act 
permitted the lRCs to provide domestic record service. 

With respect to Comsat, the FCC (FCC SZ-357) permitted Comsat to go 
beyond its role as a carriers' carrier -,nd to provide service to 
customers directl~, This was conditional upon a major restructuring 
of Comsat which the FCC re<:iuired, FCC 92-372 seoarates Comsat•s 
unr•gulated competiti~e activities from thou that ar1 re.iulated. 

T119 FCC also determined that it would limit, as far as possible, its 
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role in the allocation of communications circuits between cablt and 
satellites, ano would rely inste~d on competition between those two 
transmission modes, 

It the FCC was well on its way to permittin~ Comsat direct access to 
usors, it was at the same time considering direct access of other 
carriers to INT:LSAT, bypassing Comsat entirely, In its Second 
Computer InQulry (77 FCC Znd 3a4 (1930)) 1 the FCC did this by 
applying deregulation to international telecommunications as well, 
That decision allowed enhanced telecommunications services to go 
beyond "basic" unregulateo transmission, Iri the Telenet-Tymnet 
decision CFCC aZ-377), tne FCC reaffirmed that th• Second Computer 
InQuiry extended to international telecommunications strvices as 
well, This meant that enhariced communications services to other 
countries from the United States would not bo subject to regulation 
of facilities or rate of return [25]. 

The next step in the logic of liberalization was for tho FCC to 
reconsider its entire attitude towards INTELSAT by analogy with the 
u.s, "Jpen Skigs" policy that had allowed domestic satellite 
competition since 1972 [26]. In theinternational sphere, matters 
started to come to a head when orivate entrepreneurs aoolied for 
licenses from the FCC to operate a privately 0:11ned commercial 
transatlantic satellite system under the name of Orion, 

Clearly, INTELSAT and its constituent organizations do not want to 
see tneir ~rofits, both a, users and shareholders of the INTELSAT 
consortium, boin1 whittled down by competition[27].Tothat end they 
have enlisted tne traditional cross-subsidy argument, In 
internetional garb, this argument says that the profits from the 
high-density transatl,11ntic and North ?acific routos <!Ir& needed in 
order to provide a subsidy for low-density traffic to and among 
Third World countries[28],5ut wluthc,r suosidies in,h"d offset monopoly 
profit; ao th~t tne tot;l syste~ approximately realizes only nor~al 
profits is far from clear, 

The question might also Ce raised as to why European PTTs, if they 
are mindful of the telecommunications needs of developing countries, 
cannot assist them by direct contributions in the form of equipment, 
expertise, or financial subsidies, or through lower communications 
tariffs for calls to those countries What is probably of more 
concern to European FTTs is the threat that competitive 
transatlantic rates would pose to their own profitable international 
communications sarvice, It should be noted, however, that services 
and tariffs recently introduced by INTELSAT address the needs of 
devulopirig countria, for dopend3ble, low-cost communications links, 

European countries pursue v~rious defensi~e strategies against 
potential American satellite carriers, Two of these may be 
described as tht up-link and down-link strstegies, The aim of th• 
up-link strate;y is to prevent the FCC frc,m gr3nting a license to 
applicant$ fro.~ the Unitod Ststes c,r from eny other country, This 
is supported ty·the arg~ment that under th• terms of tho INTELSAT 
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treaty, member states have assigned to INTELSAT the monopoly over 
co~morcial international satellite tolecornmunieations, The U,S, 
applieants counter this in two ways, Orion contends that the 
INTELSAT treaty covers only public switched communications and does 
not include private lino leasing, The ar;ument of International 
Satellite Inc, (lSI), a TRT subsidiary, is slightly different, That 
company plans to offer appro~imately 15X to 30X of its capacity for 
common carrier service rather than •~elusively leased lines, lt 
maintains that tho terms of tho lNTfLSAT treaty prohibit only those 
riv11l systo>ms that would cause "significant economic harm" to 
INTELSAT, and that its limited operations would not cause such harm, 
much in tho same way that various regional satellit• systems have 
invoked the sam• treaty clause, 

The PTTs' down-link strategy is to prevent the down-link segment of 
satellite communications by eliminating the ability of satellite 
carriers to link with European countrios, This strategy requires, 
in effect, a unified front by all European countries against an 
American beachhead, !f that is impossible, tho PTTs will attempt to 
prevent its being used as a transfer point to other :uropean 
countries, As with other cartel-like agreements, they are only as 
strong as their weakest link. !n this instance, it is far from 
clear whether all European countries would be willing to maintain 
discipline. The United Kingdom, ~iven its general evolution towards 
liberalization of telecommunications ~nd its privatization of 
Sritish Telecom, may not go along over time, London is of such 
importance as an international telecommunications and service center 
that a Sritish arrangement with Orion or similar companies would 
probaoly be a major blow to any united PTT front, Similarly, as in 
the case of tax havens, on• could expect.some European countries, in 
01rticular th• smaller ones, to find it in their adv1ntage to b1come 
international transmission hubs by permitting down-links from 
non-l~TELSAT carriers. This then leave~ as a fallback oosition the 
attempt to prev1nt the use of such countries as an entry point into 
the intra-Europvan telecommun1cations network, a link which in 
effect ~ould permit some "back door" liberalization, 

lt is not clear, however, whether limitations against retransmission 
would be supported by the European antitrust laws, When European 
countries tried, using CCITT and CEPT rules, to impose simil1r 
restrictions on the use of Great Britain as a telex hub by Sritish 
tole• oureaus, tho European Commission, in an antitrust proceeding, 
resoundly struck down these atte~pts as a violation of 
intra-europol!ln competitive rules [29]. 

!NTELSAT also has at its disposal tho economic weapon of economies 
of scale, ln other words, it can deter Orion and ISI by offering 
services at a rate which would preempt the markets sought by 
potential entrants. This is in fact what appears to be happening, 
Co~sat, whose stake in INTELSAT is considerable, has announced new 
hign-speed data services and rate reductions for other services that 
can combat the proposed alternative offerings. 



6. U.S. SERVIC:S OEREGULATI □ N: 
EUR:PEAN REACTIONS ANO OPP~~TU~ITIES 

Many complicating factors have now been mentioned that challenge tho 
orderliness of the carefully nurtured international 
telecommunications regime. Onct the distaste for this increased 
complexity has sJbsidad 1 however, a situation of potential advantage 
to the PTTs reveals itself. Being the only address within ~heir 
coJntries for ATtT, MCI and others, they are in a position of a 
monopsonist that can profitably play off rival American carriers 
against each other. This ability is known as "whipsawing," and it 
essentially entails bargaining for operating agreements that are the 
most advantageous to the PTTs. 

In order to prevent this possioility, the FCC has since 1977 
enforced a policy requiring that international settlement agreements 
oe uniform for the same routes, and that accounting and settlement 
arrangements be identical. In other words, tho FCC officially 
enforces a cart·e1 among IRCs on settlement ijgreemonts. 

An instance of potential wnipsawinQ which achieved much attention 
occurred when Nordtel (tho intra-Scandinavian telecommunications 
body) and the 8enelux countries invited all potential suppliers o1 
data communications services to submit bids, and to include the 
division o1 accounting as part of their bids. American 
protectionist reaction was switt--tor champions of 
liberalization--and tne Europeans retreated, iiit least temporarily[30). 

PTTs historically have not been particularly hospitabl• to new u.s. 
carriers. ,n extreme example is Japan, which has refused to hive 
any a~reement with Western Union, a new entrant in internationel 
recoro traffic. Tne company, howtvar, has managed to undercut this 
Japanese policy by routing its traffic to Japan tnrough another 
country. As a result, the Japanese are losing revenua of more than 
$1 million per ~oar, according to Western Union [31), 

This is an example that illustrates how 
oifticult it has become, in an era of instant inter-linkage with 
costs relatively insensitive to distance, to guard the ramparts of 
protectionism. 

Similar and related problems include the use of value added networks 
on a leased line basis. In order to protect their revenues, 
European PTTs have strenuously opposed resale on leased lines, both 
domestically and internationally. ln the case of value added 
services, the problem is that their provision cannot be neatly 
separated from resale. 

Value added services such as GTE Telenet or Tymnet provide packet 
switching, for which int~rnational private lines are leased. 
Subscribers to these value added networks pay for their use. In 
effect, tnerefore, some resale or shared use has taken place, since, 
presum.!ibly, tho, users wo-..ild otherwise have H•ployed some more 
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eonventional form of telecommunications from th• PTTs. 

With the Sacond Computer !nouiry, enh~nced communications services 
wer• withdrawn from FCC re;ulation, For AT~T, such dere;ulated 
services wer• allowed if they ware ~rovidad by a fully separated 
subsidiary, 5eginning in 1993, enhaneed international serviees were 
deregulated by tne FCC, The Com~ission, however, did not determine 
the treatment of international resale services[32]. 

The European ?TTs view all this as anathema. ln retaliation, they 
have tnreatened to employ methods such as th• following; 
disallowing leased lines alto;etherl disallowin; all those that are 
conneeted to soma form of switch at the opoosite endJ or, most 
likely, changing th1 tariff structure from a flat rate to a 
usage-sensitive rate, with the possibility of setting rates so as to 
make the usage of leased lines unattractive, 

Interestingly enough, however, the large-scale deregulation of 
enhancea communications ~•rvices in the United States would present 
yet another opportunity to ~uropean entities and PTTs by allowing 
them to enter thi American market freoly, through U.S. subsidiaries, 
using existing Comsat and INTELSAT links. This could be done 
without additional international ne;otiations or agreements. The 
asymmetry of this possibility, when compared to the difficulties put 
in tho way of the American carriers tryin; to enter in the opposite 
direction, is striking, Such an imbalance would surely evoke 
protectioni$t measures in the United States of the same kind to 
which the United Stat•s objects in Europe, 

T. MISCELLAN~CUS u.s.-EURDPEAN CONFLICT AREAS 

One quite important concorn in international teleeommunications is 
the way in which Curocean PTTs utili:e American long distance 
carriers for communication originating in Europe, It is on• thing 
for an American customer to designate MCI, GTC, Sprint, or AT&T as 
its earrier of choice, ultimately routing the call to its ~uropean 
destination. When a European customer wishes to call an Ameriean 
city, however, the choice as to ~hich U.S. long distance carrier 
will transmit the call and reali:e th• subsequent revenue is in the 
hands of the PTT, Until now, all voiee traffic has been routed ov•r 
AT&T. eut how shoulo the PTTs react to a competitive offering? For 
tne PTTs, the monitoring and accounting for dealings with multiple 
Ameriean correspondents is a headache they would prefer not to 
ineur, althou;h it• may become easily bearable if it provides a 
chance to drive a better bargain in tho United States. 

One possibility, of course, would be to permit the European users to 
indicate in some fashion which American long distance carrier they 
would prefer. An example would be the use of several eountry codes, 
rather than one, for the United States, with a different eod• 
assigned to •ac~ u.s. international carrier, There are a number of , 
technical objections to this propos~l, none of them partic~larly 
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convincing in light of the current sophistieation of communie,tions 
technology. Another objection is that multiple codes would impos1 
an extra cost on the PTTs. This extra cost, however, could be 
compensated by the Americn carriers, who would thus gain access. 
The primary problem, one suspects, is that the introduction of such 
a choice of communications services, together with the possibility 
of advertising campaigns by various American carriers directed at 
European customers, ~ould drive home the fact that network 
competition is possible today. For these reasons, it is unlikely 
that this k~nd of consumer choice will be granted to European users 
in the foreseeable future. Instead, present negotiations center 
around the ways in which the PTTs might allocate their u.S.-bound 
traffic by choosing among ATtT and its competitors. Cne way would 
be to negotiate market shares in advance, end another would ba to 
have a fixed share allocation formula. The most logical approach 
might well be to allocate American-bound traffic to American 
carriers in the same proportion as those carriers supply traffic to 
Europa. 

Another potentially destabilizin9 development would ba tor ATlT, 
newly awakened in its international involvement generally, to bypass 
Comsat or INTELSAT. The reverberations would be of such magnitude 
that these organizations would seek to protect themselves 
politically and economically. ~espite pressure to contain th• 
system as it is, it is clear that a potential diseouilibrium 
situation exists. Thus, it will be difficult to m.aintain intact the 
narrow funnel through Comsat and l~TELSAT, particularly since the 
alternative of a transatlantic cable is availaole to ATtT. 

In addition to challen9es postd by multiple U.S. carriers for 
Europe-u.s. traffic, and by potential satellite bypass incentives 
for AT&T internationally, there is a third problem area--that of 
information itself, and its processing. Sriefly stated, on-line 
data information ~ystems have emer;ed in the Unittd States in 
response to new market opportunitits. □ nee these systems are 
established, it is relatively inexpensive to service additional 
customers in Euro~•an eountriis. A~erican on-line data bases have 
thus achieved a very strong presence in European markets, This 
situation is opposed by the European suppliers of similar services 
and by their governments, who fear information and processing 
depenoence on tne United States [33]. 

These information flow problems involve in the first instance the 
nature of protection of national sovereignty. For example, th• 
French government has expressed its concern with the use of American 
econometric forecasting and planning models which could be used to 
forecast Frencn economic trends, since this could presu~ably give 
American5 access to and some control over confidential French 
economic data. ~,est of the concern, howe~er, lies in the •rea of 
privacy protection. Various european countries have enacted data 
privacy rules insuring the privacy of data collected on an 
individual and stored electronieally(34ffh• internationalization of 
data flows, how~v•r, makes it possible for data to be transported 



across national boundaries, providing a loophopo in the national 
protoction ot data privacy [35]. 

From tho Do;inning, however, thero was a trade protectionist olement 
to regulation and legislation ostensibly aimed at preservation of 
nat•onal soverei;nty and ind1vidual privacy, Domestic computer 
manufacturers and data enterprises could greatly benefit from 
requirements that would restrict the flow ct data in ways that would 
make oomestic processing necessary, 

A fourth motive for transborder data flow (T6CF) restrictions, in 
addition to sovereignty, privacy, and trade protectionism, involves 
tho desire of ~TTs to shore up their monopolistic positions by 
strengthening their new alliance--one that could otherwise not have 
been expected--with the emergin; electronic data processing 
industries. It is clear that TSDF can be effectively maintained and 
monitored only if there is a firm control by the state over the 
conduits, namaly through the PTT!, 

8. EQUlPM:NT SAL~S OPPORTUNITIES F~K EUROPE PRESENTED 6V 
U.S. DEREGULATION 

·The liberalization of the Amariean telecommunieations industry and 
tha divestiture of ATtT hav• provided Europe with opportunitias in 
the American teleeommunications eq..,ipmant market [36]. The A'l'&T 
~ivestiture frees the Ball operating companies (BOCs) to buy 
equipment from otnar suppliers. Previously, th• BOCs had been 
largely dependent on ~estern Electric, an ATtT su~sidiary, for 
equipment procurement, 

American teehnical standards are somawhat different from those in 
Europe, and thus :uropean equipment eannot simply be shipped to the 
United States. A1ter appropriate modifications, however, the vast 
American market could be op~n•d to ~uropean man..,factur&rs if quality 
and price wera found acceptabla by American eompanias and consumers, 

Most Curopaan manufacturers have been slow to examine thoir axport 
opportunities to the United States, reflecting th• cautious way in 
which those firms do business. One cannot expect them to 
parmanantly sny away from the hu;a American market, howevar, Th• 
potential opening of the Amarican market is some of the best news 
tnat European manufaeturers must have had in a lon; time. After 
all, tha other European countries" markets are largely closed to 
them. :n the developing world, deliveries to oil-exporting 
countries have declined after the initial large orders were placed. 
This is due to the decline in infrastructural investment in OPEC 
countries generally, followin~ the drop in the ~orld price of oil, 
In other third ~orld markets, funds avail~ble for telecommunications 
ara more meager, and the technolo~y ordered need not incorporate the 
state of the art. Indeed, the traditional electromachanieal 
switches are probably ~ore advanta9eous for these countries, sine• 
they can be serviced domestically, Furthermora, in the more 
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aovanced of the developing countries, domestic equipment 
manufacturers nave been establ~shed, and their governments h!ve 
provided them the same protection from foreign competition that is 
enjoyed by European manufacturers, Thus, the fr,e international 
telecommunications marKet for sophisticated aquipment is quite 
limited, In fact, the largest sucn market is now in the United 
States, Hence, ironically, mant of tho strongest advocates of 
protectionist policy in tolecom~unications procurement will now seek 
their fortunes in the newly liberalized U.S. environment, 

As in the case of services, however, this asymmetry entails a 
contradicition which may be at the root of the uneasiness with which 
European firms consider entry into the U,S, market, It takes no 
great imagination to expect strong American pressure of reciprocity 
on European countries, Hence, the invitation to enter the American 
market is in fact ~ two-edged sword, It bears with it the 
obligation of entrants to reduct or eliminate restrictions on entry 
into their own protected markets, 

9, C □ NCLUSICiN 

American an~ European policie$ have diverged in recent years, 
Technological change has reduced the e~tent of a core natural 
monopoly, and this has led in tht United States to entrepreneurial 
initiatives, a restructuring of tht industry, and a reduction of 
government involvement, In Europe (e~cept for tho" United Kin;dom), 
similar underlying technical developments have led to a stiff,ning 
of the protective coalition of the PTT system, Telecommunications 
policy is increasingly being pres,nted as industrial policy, i.•, as 
• central compon•nt in developing an advanced eltctronics industry, 
This strategy, however, has yielded impressive results neith•r in 
technology nor in telecommunications services. Given the rapidity 
ot develoc,11ents, tne orderly pace of centralized ,;overnment 
decision-making ha,s been constrainin;. The insiders' tendency to 
rely on established firms has been similarly conservative. In the 
UniteC States, the communic,tions and information sector has ooened 
rapidly to new players. 6ut in most European countries the 
dtfensive posture of the inside coalition has been strong and 
effective. Given the breadth of its support, it is likely to 
prevail for some time, even if it is tempered on occasion, In such 
,n environment, more government-sponsored initiatives are likely to 
share the fate of the Paris Center for Computer Science and Human 
Resources that was described at the beginning of this chapter: an 
ambitious substitution of symbolism for a funCamental economic 
frami:uork that can accommodate change and technoloo;ical dyn11mism, 
And while this diver;ence of telecommunications policies runs its 
course, the U,S. and We~tern Europa, partners at the two ends of the 
transatlantic communications pipeline, will find it incriasingly 
mora difficult and yet unavoid~ble to translate the tec~nical ease 
of communications into institutional coordination, 

At this time, the liberalization of U,S, telecommunications, though 
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partly a threat to the =uropean status ouo, is also an opportunity 
for the export of hard~are and services, and for a monopsonistic 
bargaining po9ition, Yet these opportunities also undermine the 
status QUO through their demonstration effect and their asymmetry to 
the possibilities u.s, firms have of operating in Europe,, More 
than economic theories or political pressure, the dynamics of 
business opportunities for Europeans may set off a partial 
liberalization to entry of U,S, telecommunications firms, and , 
softening of the diver9ence in telecommunications on the t~o sides 
of the Atlantic, 

, 
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